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fo3.bstract 

C;i;:en i:' probahili:;ric correlation hetv:een n':o cyents. this corn::l<:nion be ex]"laimcd 
of a (OUnnOD cause. [n ~ Rc;~chenbach defines the notion of con~rnon cause and 

sho1,\-s th(:1 the definition is consistent "vith the correlation, i.c. if t\\·o eyents 
h2\-C a C0!1nT10n cause then they do correlate. Ir: this pa.pEr v:e generalize the notion 
of common callse iO Hilbert lattices in two differeJ1l ways according to the two different 
definitions of conditional in the ql.lantuD1 case. and sho\\" that Reichenbach"s 
theorern does not hold in either case. 'rhere \vil1 be gi\"en counter-exarnpIes \\·hen a 
COD1!110n cause 'Ct:llses' correlation. anticorrelation (!.nd independence. respectiYci:-:. 

J( cyworrf.,: 
lattice. 

Reichpnhach's comrrlon cause clerlnition. conditional 

L Introduction 

,,,,.,h:~ hi,i "'. Hil bert 

Investigating the connection between time direction and macrostatistics 
REICHE:\BACH develops a theory of probabilistic causation in [1]. He dis
tinguishes the two time directions by two types of so called conjunctive fork 
both constructed of two correlating events A and B and of a third event C 
regarded as the common cause or of an event E regarded as the common 
effect of the correlation, respectively. The ACB and the AEB forks are 
open tmvard the future or the past, respectively, so by their help the time 
direction can be defined. In this paper we do not investigate the physical 
and philosophical problem arising in the evolution of the causal theory of 
time (see [2]), we rather turn our attention to one of the key concepts of 
the theory, namely the concept of common cause. 

lThis paper is the outline of two forthcoming papers submitted to the Int. Journ. of 
Theor. Phy". under the title Reichenbach's Common Cause Definition on Hilberi latt-icei! 
and to the Found. of Phys. under the title Can Reichenbach's Common Cause Definition 
be Generalized 10 Non-commutative Event SiT'llclures? 
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Reichenbach gives several examples of how a correlation between two 
events can be explained by means of a common cause. 'Suppose both lamps 
in a room go out suddenly. Tile regard it as improbable that by chance both 
bulbs burned out at the same time and look for a burned out fuse or some 
other interruption of the common power supply. The improbable coinci
denceis thus explained as the product of a common cause... Or suppose 
several actors in a stage play fal/ill showing symptoms of food poisoning. 
We assume that the poisoned food stems from the same source - for in
stance, thaiii was contained in a common meal and then look for an ex
planation of the coincidence in terms of a common cause. ' 

Reichenbach defines commOE cause in the follo\ving way. Let A and 
B be two events which happen simultaneously more frequently than can 
be expected for chance coincidences, that is 

p(JiB) > p(A)p(B) (1) 

In order to explain this correlation, let us assume that there exists a com
mon cause C. 'Ne introduce the assumption that the fork ACB satisfies 
the following relations: 

p(ABIC) = p(AIC)p(B!C) 

p(AB = p(AIC)p(BjC) 

p(AjC) > p(AIC) 

p(B > p(B 

(1) 

We denote by p(-IC) and pC probabilities conditioned on C and non-
r' . 1 (?) "3\ h -1 ,. . cr' v, respectlve_y. ~ ana \ ) express L.e so caLec 'screemng on' property 
of the COIl1lnon cause: if the probabilities of the correlating e 1/ents are 
conditioned on the COnl1TI0l1 cause or on its then OeCOTI1e 

independent. Or, in other words, the common cause C is the connecting 
link which transforms independence into dependence. (4) and ) establish 
asymmetry between C and C: they express that C makes A and B more 
frequent than In this sense the cause of the correlation is C and not C. 

Let us see two quantitative examples. Let there be ten balls in a box, 
nine painted white, made of wood and one painted black, made of plastic. 
The probability of pulling a ball made of artificial material p(a), pulling 
a black ball p(b), or pulling a ball v1hich is black and plastic p(ab) equals 
1/10. So there is a correlation between these events: 

110 = p(ab) > p(a)p(b) = I~O 
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VVhat can be regarded as a common cause in this case? The common cause 
c which screens off the correlation is the event of pulling the black, plastic 
ball. The conditional probabilities are the following: 

p(abic) = 1, p(aic) = 1, p(blc) = 1 

p(ablc) = 0, p(alc) = 0, p(blc) 0, 

and so they satisfy (2)-(5). 
Let the other example be a set of experiments. There are two coins 

on the right hand side of a table, two coins on the left hand side and a 
die in the middle. In every run first we throw the dice. If the result is an 
even number, ",ve take the flrst coin on both sides and thro'\v then1 up. If 
the result is an odd number, we take the second coin on both sides and 
throw these up. \Ne register the results and repeat the experiment. The 
possibilities are the following: 

Tabie 1 

Even 
Left 
Tl 

10 

Hi 
rf 
1:/ 1 
·L 

DIE 

Odd 

( IT 1 ')) d (m 1 ?) , b l' e ,. h d Let PoD. RO

- an P 1. R O

- aenote t .e re atlve rrequency 01 gettlllg ea or 
tail, respectively, by the first or the second coin, respectively, on the right 
side. Let p(Hl,2) and p(Tl"2) denote the same situation on the left side. 
Let the two events in question be that getting head by the first coin on the 
different sides. The relative frequencies p(HkJ and p(Hl) equal 1/4. The 
relative frequency of the joint event p(Hh, Hi) equals 1/8. So there is a 
correlation between these events: 

VVhat is the common cause in this case? C is the event that we throw an 
even number by the dice. The probabilities conditioned on the common 
cause and its complement are the following: 

1 1 
p(HLIC) = "2 ' 
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p(Hk, HiIC) = 0, p(H1IC) = 0, p(HiIC) = 0 , 

which satisfy again (2)-(5). 
It is worth seeing how the definition of common cause contains direct 

causation, i.e. when the cause of the correlation of the events A and B is 
not a third event C but A or B itself, respectively. Both A and B written 
in the place of C satisfy (2) and (3). Furthermore (4) is fulfilled for C = A, 
and (5) for C = B. So the requirements for A or B to be the common 
cause are reduced to the inequalities: 

respecti vely. 

p(BIA) > p(BIA) ) 

p(AIB) > p(AIB) 

From now on we take this definition of the common cause for granted 
and turn our attention from its physical motivation to its mathematical 
structure. 

2. The Classical Case 

Let (i) (D, F, p) be a Kolmogorovian probability measure space and let (ii) 
the conditional probability of E given F be defined as it is usual: 

( ~IP) = p(EnF) 
p b - p(F) 

Let BED be two correlating events, i.e. 

p(A n B) > p(A)p(B) . (6) 

Reichenbach defines the common cause of the correlation as fo11ov,-5: 
Definition An event G is said to be the common cause of the correlation 
between A and B if the events A, Band C satisfy the following relations: 

p(A n BIG) = p(AIC)p(B!G) 

p(A n BIG) = p(AIC)p(BIC) 

p(AIG) > p(AIG) ) 

p(BIG) > p(BIC) . 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

( 10) 

Now we do not investigate the question under what conditions a common 
cause satisfying (7)-(10) exists. We rather turn our attention to the ques
tion whether the existence of a common cause really yields correlation. The 
answer is given by the following 
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Theorem (Reichenbach, 1956) Let A, Band C be elements of a Kol
mogorovian probability measure space and iet them satisfy (0-(10). Then 
A and B correlate, i.e. they satisfy (6). 

Proof In the proof ,,'le use the following three equations: 

(0:) peA) = p(G)p(AIC) + p(C)p(AIC), 

p(B) = p(C)p(BIC) + p( C)p(BIC), 

peA n B) IC) + p(G)p(AIC)p(BIC). 

(0:) and (3) are identities in a Kolmogorovian probability measme space, 
(~() is true if are true. From these relations we find by some simple 
computations that 

peA n B) p(A)p(B) = p(C)p(C)[P(AIC) p(AiC)][p(BIC) p(BIC)]. 

Because of (9)-(10) and under the assumption 0 < p( C) < 1, we get that 
peA n B) - p(A)p(B) > 0, which was to be proven. 
Finally, we list some relations following from (7)-(8) and (o:)-h) which 
show how the common cause increases the probability of happening A, B 
and An B: 

p(AIC) 
p(BIC) 

peA n BIG) 

> peA) 
> p(B) 
> p(A.nB) 

> p(AIC, 
> p(BjC) , 
> peA n BIC) . 

These equations together with the derivability of the correlation from the 
existence of the common cause show the power of the definition in the 
classical case. But let us go over to the quantum case! 

3. First Generalization 

Let (i) P( H) be a Hilbert lattice and W be a pure state represented by 
the unit vector w. For the projections E and F in the lattice let (ii) the 
conditional probability of E given F in a state ~V be defined in the follow-ing 
way: 

P1L"(EIF) = Pu·(E 1\ F) = Tr(W-(E 1\ F)) . 
Pu(F) Tr(~V F) 

(N ow we disregard the logical and mathematical difficulties arising from 
this generalization of the Bayes rule.) Let A, B E P(H) and assume a 
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correlation between A and B in the state YV, i.e. 

(ll) 

Vie define now the common cause of the correlation in the quantum case: 

Definition An event G is said to be the common cause of the correlation 
between A and B if the events A, Band G satisfy the following relations: 

Pw(A 1\ BIG) = Pw(AIC)Pw(BiG) , 

Pw(A 1\ BIG~) = Pu,(AIG~)Pw(BIG~) , 

Pu(AIG) > Pw(AIG~) , 

p'L:(BIG) > Pw(BIC-'-) . 

(12) 

(13) 

( 14) 

( 15) 

Nov; we show that the analogue of Reichenbach's theorem does not hold in 
this case. So we claim the following 

Theorem. Let Band C be elements of a HilbeTi laitice and let ihem 
satisfy (12)-(15). Then A and B can eithu c07'Telaie, i.e. Pu·(A n B) > 
Pw(A)Pu·(B); 01' anticorrelate, i.e. pu:(A n B) < Pn(A)Pw(B); 01' be inde
pendent, i.e. Pu n B) = p,c(A.)p;r(B). 

Proof Let P(H;J) be the projection lattice of the three dimensional real 
Hilbert space H3 with the basis {x, y, z } (See Fig. 1). Let RanG be the 
plane xy, RanC~ be the axis z, RanA and RonB be two 
each other in line x, both an 
xz meeting with z at an angle ,3. 

We claim that for all 0:, ,3 E (0, ,(12)-(15) are satisfied. The condi
tional probabilities are the follovving: 

( 
9 .r AIG) = P'L(A 1\ C) TT W(A /\ G)). cos-,6_ 1 

pn \- Plc(G) TT(WC) -.1. • 

Pu.(BIG) = Pw(B 1\ C) = TT(W(B 1\ G)) = cos~P =1 . 
Pw( G) Tr(WG) cos2p . 

. (A BIG) = Pw(A 1\ B 1\ G) = TT(W(A 1\ B 1\ G)) = cos
2
p =1 

Pu - 1\ Pw(G) TT(WG) cos2p' 
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Fig. 1. The projections A. Band C in FrJh l 

since w is in the plane xz, so its projection onto the plane xy and the axis 
x are equal. 

.(.4\Cl.) = Pu:(A /\ Cl.) = Tr(YV(A/\ Cl.)) =0 
Pt! -- Pw(Cl.) Tr(YVCl.) , 

,(Blf'.l) = Pw(B t\ Cl.) = Tr(YV(B /\ Cl)) =0 
pu ,'--', Pw(Cl.) Tr(WCl.) , 

.(;\ B\Cl.) = lh,(A/\ B /\ Cl.) = Tr(W(A./\ B /\ Cl.)) =0 
pu __ /\ Pw(Cl.) Tr(WCl.) , 

since the intersection of A, B and A /\ B with Cl. are O-projections. By 
these numbers Eqs. (12)-(15) are satisfied: 

1 = Pw(A/\ BIC) = Pu·(AIC)Pu·(BIC) = 1 , 

0= Pw(A/\ B\Cl.) = Pw(A\Cl.)PIL'(B\Cl.) = 0 , 

1 = Pu·(AIC) > Pu(AICl.) = 0 , 

1 = Pw(BIC) > Pu:(B\Cl.) = 0 . 

So C can be regarded as the common cause of the correlation between A 
and B by the above definition. 
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Let us examine whether there exists a correlation between A and B 
indeed, i.e. whether (11) is satisHed. The two sides of Eq. (11) are the 
following: 

Pw(A 1\ B) = Tr(VV(A 1\ B)) = cos2p , 

Pw(A)Pu(B) = Tr(WA)Tr(W B) = (co/,8 + sin2,8cos2ol 
In Fig. 2 we repr~s~nt the relation between the sides of (ll) in the param

eter space (a, ,f3)Jo"'F. VVe can see that the parameter space is divided into 
two regions by a curve reaching from the line (0, a) to the point (~, ~) rep
resenting the places where PlI·(A n B) = Pw(A)Pu(B), i.e. where the -events 
A and B are independent. The region 'under' the curve represents the 
places where Pu(A n B) < Pw(A)Pw(B), i.e. where the events A and B an
ticorrelate. Finally, the region 'above' the curve represents the correlating 
places where Pn(A n B) > Pll:(A)PlL(B). 

So we have found an example where for two events A and B a third 
event C can be chosen \\"hich can be regarded as the common cause, but A 
and B do not necessarily correlate: they can anticorrelate or be indepen
dent. 

In the next section we take another definition of the common cause on the 
Hilbert lattice using another deHnition of the conditional probability and 
examine the validity of the analogue of Reichenbach's theorem. 

4. Second Generalization 

Let (i) P( H) be a Hilbert lattice and W be a pure state determined by 
the unit vectorw. For the projections E and F in the lattice let (ii) the 
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conditional probability of E given F in a state W be defined in the following 
'Nay: 

.(EIF) = T7'(FHl F E) 
PlL , T7'(FvV F) . 

The motivation of this definition comes from the theory of measurement. If 
we carry out a measurement of an observable represented by the projection 
F in a pure state W then the state transforms as follows: 

FWF W I---c- - ___ --..,-

TT 

It can be seen that the ne,\? state is pure again. Let us introduce the 
LVLLV\VU1,"- notation for the nev\7' pure state: F = or"~~=:. The .-' - F 

transformation can be regarded as the 'renormalized of the state 
-VV onto the subspace RanF. This rule is due to Liiders (see [31, [4]). Using 
the above notation now we are able to denne the common cause in terms 
of this new conditional probability: Let B E P(H) and let there be a 
correlation between A and B in the state ~f', i.e. 

(16) 

Definition An event C is said to be the common cause of the correlation 
between A and B if the events Band C satisfy the following relations: 

TT /\ B») = TT (WcA)TT(WCB) , 

TT (Wc-L (A !\ B») = Tr(Wc-LA)TT(WC-LB) 

TT(WcA) > T7'(WU A ) , 

TT(WcB) > TT(Wc-LB) . 

(17) 
( 18) 

(19) 

(20) 

Now we ask the question again whether A and B correlate, provided there 
exists a third event C such that conditions (17)-(20) hold. The answer is 
again negative. 

Theorem Let A, Band C be elements of a HilbeTt lattice and let them 
satisfy (11)-(20). Then A and B do not necessarily corTelate. 

Proof In the proof we give a rather technical counter-example which satis
fies (17)-(20) but does not satisfy (16). Let us take the same three dimen
sional Hilbert lattice P(H3) as before with the basis {x, y, z} (See Fig. 3). 
Since in Eqs. (17)-(20) C and C1- do not appear explicitly, in the first step 
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we do not determine these projections; instead we search for two unit per
pendicular vectors wc and WC-L which satisfy (17)-(20), and at the end we 
return to the projections. Let RanA and RanB be two planes intersect
ing each other in x meeting with z at an angle 0:. By Fig. 2 there exists 
uniquely a vector v in the plane xz for which p,.(A 1\ B) = Pc·(A)Pv(B). Let 
this vector v be WC-L, so (18) is satisfied. 

A 

Fig. S. The posit ion of fL'C and 11'(,'-'- in H 3 ) 

,
J 

Our task is nov; to find a vector Wc perpendicular to lL:C-'- so that 
(17) and (19)-(20) be satisfied. The last two inequalities can be satisfied 
as follows: Let Ci tend to ,i.e. let Ran A and RanB tend to the plane xy. 
Then by Fig. ;2 J also to ~,i.e. WC-L tends to the axis z. Let us denote 
the plane perpendicular to u'c-'- S. Nov; this 1S 

close to the plane xy and to RanA and RanB. All from these follows that 
for arbitrary small Cl and C2 we can choose a 6 so that for any 0: for which 
I ~ < 6, PU'c-L < Cl (5), and for every vectoru in the 
plane 5 Pu(A) > 1 cz(6), Pu(B) > 1 c2(6). So (19)-(20) are satisfied 
for every u in S. 

Now let us pick out the vector from the plane S \vhich satisfies 
also (17). Instead of searching for a vector WC satisfying P1L(.(A!\ B) = 
pu:c (A)p1Lc (B), we pick out two other vectors w' and w" f~r which in
equalities hold with the opposite sign, i.e. Pu;,(AI\B) > p,,;,(A)Pu;,(B) and 
Pu:" (A 1\ B) < Pu:ll (A)pu:II(B). Let w' be the vector determined by the in
tersection of the planes xz and S. In Fig. 2 we can see that w' is in the cor
relating region, so for w' Pu.!(AI\B) > PU· I (A)pu;' (B). Let the other vector 
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w" be determined by the intersection of the planes yz and S which is the 
axis y itself. For w" PlL.1/ (A /\ B) = 0 since 7.1./' .1 A /\ B, but Pul/ (A) =f. 0 
and PlL·I/(B) =f. 0, so P1L'I/(A /\ B) < PIL'I/(A)P1CI/(B). Now let us use the con
tinuity of the pu(-)-function on the plane S. If there is a vector w' for 
which PlL' (A /\ B) > PH' (A )p"" (B) and a vector w" for which PlL./i (A /\ B) < 
Pnl/ (A)PlL·/I (B), then there must be a vector between them in the plane S for 
which Pu·C4./\ Bl = Pu (A)pu (B). Let this vector be Wc, so (17) is fulfilled. 

So we have found two vectors Wc and wc.!.. for which (17)-(20) are 
satisfied. 'What are the projections C and , and what is the original w 
vector? Let C be the projection for which RanC is the plane S, let Cl. be 
the projection determined by wc-' Then tu can be any of the vectors in 
the plane T WC' and wc.:... except for and w". 

::\ow let us choose a possible for which or anticorre-
lation happens. Let w be the vector determined by the intersection of the 
planes yz and T (see Fig. 4). 

/ 
/ 

A 

x 

Fig. 1;. The position of u' in P( H 3 ) 

For w p",(A /\ B) = 0, since w is in the plane yz. Now there are two 
possibilities: In the case that Pn·(B) = 0 or PlL·(A) = 0, then PlL·(A/\ B) = 
PlL·(A)Pw(B), i.e. A and B are independent; in the case that Pw(B) =f. 0 
and PlL·(A) =f. 0, then Pw(A/\ B) < Pu(A)Pw(B), i.e. A and B anticorrelate. 
So our counter-example satisfies (17)-(20) but not (16) and this was to be 
proven. 
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5. Conclusions 

In our paper we have generalized the original notion of common cause 
given by Reichenbach in two different ways, The definitions differed from 
each other in (i) the type of the probability space and (ii) the definition 
of conditional probability, The possibilities - included the original one -
were the following: 

1. (i) (D, F,p) is a Kolmogorovian probability measure space, 

(") (ElF) - p(EnF) 
11 p, - p(F) , 

2, (i) P(H) is a Hilbert lattice, 

(1'1') (ElF) - pu:(EAF) Pw - p",(F) , 

3, (i) P(H) is a Hilbert lattice, 

(1'1') (P,IF) - Tr(nVFE) 
PW.!...I . - Tr(FVVF) , 

VVe have investigated the question whether the existence of a common cause 
for two events defined by (2)-(5) implies a correlation between the events. 
The answer in the first, classical case was affirmative, so it showed the deep 
consistency of the definition, The meaning of the notion of common cause 
in the other two, quantum cases is not so obvious since it is although true 
that correlation can sometimes be explained in terms of a common cause 
but also independence can sometimes be 'explained' by that, So in the 
quantum case not even the statement is false that ',"ve always find a common 
cause for a correlation (as it can be shown on an appropriate small Hilbert 
lattice) but also the opposite statement, namely that common cause always 
'leads to' correlation. 
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